
 

FUTURELIGHT PHW-260E incl. lamp
Multifunctional Washlight

Art. No.: 51838708
GTIN: 4026397268164

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397268164

Weight: 26,30 kg

Length: 0.60 m

Width: 0.46 m

Heigth: 0.51 m

Description:

Things only get better!
Higher, faster, farther. This demand applies for sports, but also for spots and moving lights
respectively. So we try to develop our products constantly and thus optimize them for you. The
best example is the PHW-260E. Due to its electronic ballast this device weighs three kilos less
than its older Brother and shines even brighter. In addition to that, it possesses a lamp that does
not flicker. A very interesting detail particularly for TV-shots, as the filmed light not seems to go
an and off all the time - like other lamps like to do. The improved multi-function wash light is
waiting for you!

Features:

- With electronic ballast
- DMX-controlled operation or stand-alone operation with Master/Slave function
- 56 preprogrammed scenes in Program Run for stand-alone operation
- Number of scenes in Program Run can be changed individually
- The scenes in Program Run can be modified via the Control Board or via an external controller

and loaded into the memory 

- 7 built-in programs can be called up via DMX controller
- Sound-controlled via built-in microphone
- CMY color mixing
- Color-wheel with additional 5 discrete dichroic filters plus white, 3200 K and 5600 K correction-

filters, UV-filter

- Slot-in system for exchanging color filters without tools
- Switchable color change (mode 1: only full colors, mode 2: color-change at every position)
- Rainbow effect with adjustable speed in both directions
- Macro-function for combinations between CMY color mixing and color wheel
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- Frost-filter for softer beam
- Beam-shape effect: wide and flat beam can steplessly be rotated by 180°
- Strobe effect of 1-13 flash per sec. 
- Control board with LCD-display and foil-keyboard for adjusting the DMX-starting address,

Pan/Tilt-Reverse, Program, Reset, lamp on/off, operating hours

- Remotely switching of the lamp
- Built-in demo sequence
- Preprogrammed variable/random strobe and dimmer pulse effects
- Black-out while Head moving or color changing 
- Remotely controllable speed of PAN /TILT movement for easy programming
- Remote reset function
- Silent fans cooling; remotely controllable speed of fans
- Motorized zoom
- Mechanic dimmer
- Colored LCD-display
- Exact positioning via 16 bit Pan/Tilt movement resolution
- Lamp already installed and adjusted from factory
- DMX control via every standard DMX controller

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 345,00 W

DMX channels: 17

DMX connection: 3-pin XLR

Flash-rate: 13 Hz

Color-wheel: 5 dichroic filters plus white, CTO and CTB
correction-filters, UV-filter

Length of base: 370 mm

Width of yoke: 420 mm

Height (head horizontal): 470 mm

Weight: 21.5 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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